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PREAMBLE
“For the LORD GOD is a sun and shield: the LORD will give grace and glory; no good
thing will HE withhold from them that walk uprightly, psalm 84:11.

GOD ALMIGHTY will start supplying spiritual power to energize your spirit, as the sun
does to all organisms and plants on the earth. GOD will start protecting you from all evil
arising in your human environment. GOD will make you to be aware of your new
mistakes, especially the moral ones, and would delay the most painful repercussions
while you are connecting yourself and HE will assist you to achieve a great success in all
your legitimate endeavors.

The following passages indicate some of the other good things which GOD does to HIS
children. Jeremiah 33:3, Job 1:9-10, Matthew 6:33.
The prescription of our Lord, Jesus Christ, in Matthew 7:7 becomes fully applicable for
your personal benefit once your name is restored in GOD’S BOOK. Exodus 32:33.
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LECTURE 5 OF SERIES 1:
PLEASE CONTACT THE HOLY SPIRIT TO HELP YOU SEARCH OUT ALL
YOUR SINS SO THAT YOU CAN REPENT FROM ALL OF THEM,
APOLOGISE TO GOD OVER EACH OF THEM AND THEN CREATE AND
ESTABLISH IN YOUR MIND THE VIRTUE TO REPLACE EACH OF THEM,
WHICH VIRTUE YOU WILLL DELIBERATELY NURTURE TO APPEAR IN
YOUR CHARACTER AND REMAIN A SIGNIFICANT FEATURE OF YOUR
BORN AGAIN PERSONALITY.

5A. HOLY GHOST OR HOLY SPIRIT?

In English language, the two words ghost and spirit are interchangeable to a certain
extent. The invisible agents of GOD to animate trees, shrubs, etc are known as spirits.

The invisible agents of GOD to animate human beings are also known as spirits or
human spirits. After that animating agent had left the human body and that particular
human being had died from the human world, any sighting of that person briefly alone
or in a company of some other human beings is regarded as sighting the ghost of the
previously dead person.

When in English language the spirit of Mr. Jones was allegedly seen by his daughter on
her way to school, it was meant that the ghost of the previously dead Mr. Jones had
appeared to his daughter on her way to school dressed as her father used to dress and
looking in stature and general appearance like her father when he was alive.

So in English language, the word, ghost, always refers to the appearance of the spirit of
previously dead human being wearing clothes as if it was still alive such that those who
knew him or her before death could recognize him or her and so that he or she could
briefly communicate an information to the person to whom he or she had appeared.
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Unusually, in English, Greek or Hebrew, the animating agent of GOD that dwells in the
human body and keeps that body alive and manifests itself in a human community as a
human person is known as the human spirit, and not the human ghost. It only
becomes a ghost when it had previously vacated its human body at death, a death
known and recognized by people in its former human environment. Only those who
previously knew him or her as a living human being could recognize him or her later as
a ghost.

Now, we have to return to the Jews so as to get properly educated in the ways of GOD
and answer correctly the question which I had posed, Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit?
“Ye worship ye know what; we know what (WHOM) we worship; for salvation is of the
Jews.” John 4:22.

The true knowledge of The Only True GOD, how to endear oneself to HIM to forgive
one’s sins, to regard oneself as a child of HIS, how to involve HIM to manifest
HIMSELF such that HIS spiritual presence could be felt by the individual or by a group
of individuals unified in worshipping HIM, how to relate with HIM properly and
beneficially as a child to a FATHER, and how to enjoy that HIS FATHERLY care for
ever, is with the tribe of human beings called the Jews, the descendants of one human
being formerly known as Abram, but whom GOD changed his name to Abraham
(Genesis 17:5). This was what our Lord and Master, Jesus Christ, meant by His
statement which I quoted above.
“…….for salvation is of the Jews” John 4:22. Without borrowing from the authentic
religious records of the Jews, we would remain in The Condemnation which we all
earned by our universal paganism.

To fully decide which is appropriate between Holy Ghost and Holy Spirit, we have to
turn to the Jews, to their authentic religious record with less Hellenistic editorial
infringement, to the Old Testament of the Holy Bible. We start with the First book of
The Divine Messenger called Moses, The Book of Genesis:
“And GOD said, “Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: (To be a child unto
me as I had created you, my sons in heaven to be children unto me) and let them have
(that is, both the male and the female human being) dominion over the fish (that is, the
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human animating spirit to be greater in rank and be more powerful than the animating
spirits created by GOD in the listed creatures (See also Psalm 8)
“of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over the earth, and
over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.”
“So GOD created man in HIS own image, in the image of GOD created HE him; (Adam,
the first to be created) male and female created HE them. (HE had ab initio decided
that HE would be represented upon the earth by two collaborating creatures, each of
them in HIS image after HIS likeness, each of them higher in rank than both the earth
itself and all other creatures on the earth, the male and the female human being
collaborating to form a fruitful and a multiplying human family upon the earth which
human family is to be a spiritual subset of the universal family of GOD which stretches
from the sons of GOD in Heaven (Job 1:6, 2:1, 38:6,7, Genesis 6:2, Hebrew 1:9) to the
sons and daughters of GOD upon the earth. Genesis 1:26-27.
“And the LORD GOD formed man (that is, the body of Adam,) of the dust of the ground,
and breathed into his nostrils (A kind of Divine Artificial Respiration) the breath of life;
(that is, GOD’s animating agent, to animate the human body and to perform all the
other functions previously listed by GOD) and man became a living soul.” Genesis 2:7.
That animating agent of GOD called a living soul by Moses is universally known as The
Spirit of life for all human beings, male or female, young or old.
It is not called The Holy Spirit, just The Spirit of life.
It is not called The human ghost, just the Spirit of life.
“Again there was a day when the sons of GOD came to present themselves before the
LORD, and Satan came also among them to present himself before the LORD.” Job
2:1
That was a kind of family meeting in heaven between GOD ALMIGHTY and HIS Sons
in heaven. The name of Satan before he was demoted from the rank of the Sons of
GOD was Lucifer. (Isaiah 14:12)
That kind of a heavenly family meeting took place in heaven when GOD had taken the
decision to create on earth counterparts to HIS Sons in heaven, as reported by Prophet
Moses in Genesis 1:26.
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In heaven, GOD had given each of HIS Sons identical spirits of individual existence,
known as The Spirit of Life. Our Lord Jesus Christ, a Son of GOD from heaven came
into the womb of Mary with His own Spirit of life from heaven. He did not use any spirit
of life from the human pool.

On earth, GOD had given each of us, human beings, nearly identical spirits of
individual existence known as The Spirit of Life. It is The Main Animating and
coordinating Divine Agent in each human body, male or female, young or old.
In heaven, the Sons of GOD are the highest category of GOD’s creatures, as on earth
GOD had made us, human beings, the highest category of HIS creatures.
Considering only our physical body, one Charles Darwin was alleged to have called us
cousins to the animals.

Comparing our spirit of life to the animating agent of GOD in animals, GOD did not
create us as cousins to the animals, but as gods over them and over all the earth itself,
quoting Prophet Moses again, “…..Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and
subdue it, and have dominion over the fish of the sea, (All those who go to the sea side
to bow down to fishes and mermaids are in trouble with GOD) and over the fowl of the
air, (All those who join the satanic cult of witchcraft wherein their vector carriers are
occult similitude of birds are in a serious trouble with GOD) and over every living thing
that moveth upon the earth. (All human beings who worship the cow, the snake, or the
crocodile are also in trouble with GOD WHO alone must be worshipped in heaven and
upon the earth!)
As far as the creation of spirits by GOD is concerned, the story is not ended:
a. “And when they came thither to the hill, behold, a company of prophets met him; and
the spirit of GOD came upon him, and he prophesied among them.
And it came to pass, when all that knew him before time saw that, behold, he
prophesied among the prophets, then the people said one to another, What is this
that is come unto the son of Kish? Is Saul also among the prophets?” 1samuel
10:10,11.
The spirit under reference was created by GOD, but it was not The Human Spirit of
Life. It was not capable of singly dwelling within a human body to sustain that human
body from pregnancy to old age and simultaneously manifest the complexity of the
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human personality, male or female. It could only function as a contributing parasite to
an existing Human Spirit of Life to enable it perform certain tasks such as the
prophetic function, or the healing function, the visionary function, or the function of a
skilled craftsman (See Exodus 35:30-35)
b. “And the spirit of the LORD shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and
understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear
of the LORD;” Isaiah 12:2.
This Spirit of very many abilities with which GOD had planned to endow our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ when He would appear on earth in errand for GOD is a
complex spirit because it would perform many tasks simultaneously in the same Son
of GOD who already had His own Spirit of Life, that is, The Spirit of manifesting His
individual spiritual existence in heaven. The complex spirit is to serve as a helping
parasite to the existing spirit of life which our Lord and Saviour already had as a Son
of GOD dwelling in heaven.

c. The same prophet Isaiah was enabled by GOD to detail for us how busy our Lord
Jesus Christ would be on earth assisted by His Spirit of Ministry:
“ The spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me; because the lord hath anointed me to
preach good tidings (The Gospel which is the Doctrine of GOD called the Divine
Doctrine of New birth) unto the meek; (the proud ones are left out, because they
would not agree to consider the information let alone decide to believe it and use it to
create a new human personality pleasing unto GOD) he hath sent me to bind up the
brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, (All human beings had believed
the lies of satan and are trapped in the consequential and self deprivation or self
cage of self-deprivation, of self-torture) and the opening of the prison to them that
are bound (bound with old and fresh lies from satan in every language, in every
culture, by

every theological, every philosophical, every epistemogical, every

eschatological device inspired by Satan, who was Lucifer, the condemned former
son of GOD!)
“To proclaim the acceptable year of the LORD, the day of vengeance of our GOD,
(so when the Gospel of the Kingdom of GOD is rejected by a human being, the day
of the vengeance of GOD upon the sins of that individual begins to loom ahead) to
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comfort all the mourn; (in regret of their mistakes, of their sins, that the Peace of
Divine Forgiveness is on its way to them as they repent of their sins) Isaiah 61: 1-2.
d. How God ALMIGHTY endowed our Lord Jesus Christ with HIS Spirit of Ministry upon
the earth:
“And Jesus, when he was baptized, went straight up away out of the water: and lo,
the heaven was opened unto him, and he saw the holy spirit of GOD descended like
a dove, and lighting upon him:
And lo a voice from heaven, saying, This is my beloved son, in whom I am well
pleased. “Matthew 3:16,17.
“And it came to pass in those days that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and
was baptized of John in Jordan.
And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heaven opened, and the
Spirit like a dove descending upon him:
And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved son, in whom I
am well pleased. “Mark 1:9,10,11.
“Now when all the people were baptized, it came to pass, that Jesus also being
baptized and praying, the heaven was opened,
And the Holy Ghost (Holy Spirit) descended in a bodily shape like a dove upon him,
and a voice came from heaven, which said, Thou art my beloved son, in thee I am
well pleased. “Luke 3:21,22.
“And John bare record, saying, I saw the spirit (Not the Ghost) descending from
heaven like a dove, and it abode upon him.
And I knew him not; but he that sent me to baptize with water, the same said unto
me, Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit (Not the Ghost) descending, and
remaining on him, the same is he which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost.”(Meaning in
whose ministry GOD ALMIGHTY would be baptizing qualified saints of HIS with HIS
Holy Spirit.) John 1:32-33.
Most Christians know that John The Baptist was a reincarnation of Prophet Elijah
(Malachi 4:5,6 Matthew 11:10, Malachi 3:1)

The spirit which GOD ALMIGHTY poured upon Jesus at His water baptism by John
The Baptist in River Jordan is known as The Spirit of Ministry of our Lord and
Saviour, Jesus Christ, which Prophet Isaiah had prophesied about (Isaiah 61:1-3).
He is an additional spirit from GOD to help our Lord Jesus Christ perform efficiently
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upon the earth His divine Assignments. It is in addition to The Spirit of Life with
which He came from heaven to the earth as a Son of GOD and participated in a
parthenogenesis in the womb of Mary to emerge as a bouncing baby boy who grew
up to become a full man upon the earth!
It is The Holy Spirit, not a Holy Ghost! The Holy Ghost was a very wrong
terminology, based upon ignorance of spiritual matters and also based upon Greek
editorial carelessness or inadequate attention to details.
The English translators from the Greek New Testament were equally ignorant or
careless!
So, the answer to the question which I posed is “It is The Holy Spirit.” Anywhere in
The New Testament where The Holy Ghost is printed, please correct it to read The
Holy Spirit.
The Spirit of Ministry of all Divine Messengers of GOD are all Holy Spirits! Ghosts
are apparitions of dead human beings after they had died from the earth. To call
The Holy Spirit a Holy Ghost is to blaspheme both GOD and The Holy Spirit! IT IS
THE HOLY SPIRIT!

5b. HOW TO CONTACT THE HOLY SPIRIT
By prayer. It is as simple as that. But do not say in your prayer “Holy Ghost Fire.” It is
offensive to The Holy Spirit.
Do not say “I decree o Holy Ghost that you should come and take control here, and
take control of my life……”
That would be both offensive and unrealistic. The Holy Spirit works according to the
planned purpose of GOD WHO had already created you an autonomous unit of human
existence.

So, you should pray reverentially to The Holy Spirit to examine you thoroughly and
reveal all your sins to you, especially your forgotten hidden sins so that you can
acknowledge them before GOD and beg for HIS forgiveness over them, one by one; so
that you can repent of each of them, so that you can create the will not to practise any
of them again, so that you can create the will to be practising the opposing virtue in
your life instead of each of those sins.
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So, the prayer to The Holy Spirit is not just one short prayer and then you go and
assume that you are already saved from the Condemnation of GOD upon the world. It
is a prayer you should pray sincerely and repeatedly over a period of time, stopping
when no further revelations of old or hidden sins is occurring to you.

There is no instantaneous solution in New Birth inspite of the misunderstanding of the
Gospel writers and of the writer of Acts of Apostles, known as “Luke, the beloved
physician.”
The steps which every condemned human being must take in order to earn salvation
from that condemnation from GOD ALMIGHTY were spelt out by GOD ALMIGHTY to
King Solomon of The Hebrews, as recorded in the Old Testament of The Holy Bible. In
no other part of The Bible are the steps comprehensively stated together as GOD had
done while instructing King Solomon how to behave himself in his relationship with
HIM. I therefore wish to quote the verse fully here:
“If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and
seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and I will
forgive their sin, and heal their land.” 2Chronicles 7:14.
a. Shall humble themselves – shall deliberately adopt the realistic moral posture
of meekness, of humility.
Matthew 18:3,4, Matthew 11:29, Psalm 119:59
b. And pray – And apologise to GOD for the sins which each individual seeking
Salvation had committed or had planned in his or her mind.
c. And seek my face – And make a convincing personal declaration of the shift of
personal religious loyalty from the worship of idols,
from the worship of human beings, from the worship evil
spirit or Satan himself to the exclusive worship and
permanent behavior loyalty to The Only True GOD WHOM
our Lord Jesus Christ worshipped publicly and privately
while He was upon the earth.
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d. And turn from their wicked ways – And stopped constructing sins in their
desires, in their wishes, in their plans, in
their intentions, in their purposes, in their
imaginations, and start to practise the
appropriate righteousness to replace each
personal sin.
e. Then will I hear from Heaven: - Even though heaven is GOD’s operational
Headquarters, HE told Moses that HE is always present upon the earth as I AM
THAT I AM. HE is aware of everything going on. I will hear from heaven also
means a deliberate waiver of The Divine Policy in individuals whose names
GOD had removed from HIS Book, as disclosed in the following scripture:
“Then they shall call upon me, but I will not answer; they shall seek me early,
but they shall not find me.” Proverbs 1:28.
f. And I will forgive their sin – four critical steps required of each individual
penitent (a) to (d) above, before GOD forgives individual sins; whereas most
Christian congregations in the world would have been deceived that once they
confess Jesus Christ publicly as their personal Saviour, that their sins are all
forgiven. The worst deceit is the universal theological error of the doctrine of
atonement, that our Lord Jesus Christ had carried everybody’s sins away on
the cross of Calvary, whereas the capacity to manufacture sins still remains
with each of us, as sons and daughters to GOD created as GOD’s image, after
GOD’s likeness, as human spiritual autonomous units of will manufacture and
idea synthesis. Every human being was created by GOD with the freedom to
create sins or create virtues in his or her mind at any time as he or she pleases
and then reap the harvest later for punishment or for blessings as the case may
be. GOD had not changed that inexorable feature of our creation as human
beings!

Whereas GOD is not the GOD of deceit. Whereas GOD never asked for or
accepted human sacrifice as part of HIS worship or as a religious duty from any
devotee; whereas GOD has never in HIS jurisprudence punished the guiltless for
the offences of the guilty!
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Prophet Isaiah deduced from the visions of the sufferings of Jesus in His
assignment on earth as GOD’s Messiah to us and as our Saviour into the kingdom
of GOD (that was those of us who chose to believe and to accept both instructions
and corrections from Jesus) that it was as if GOD left Jesus to be an offering for
sins, not an offering to GOD!
Let us review that passage together!
“Yet it pleased the LORD to bruise him; (Prophet Isaiah did not understand what
was going on in the vision which he saw, he felt that GOD ought to have
intervened to save our Lord Jesus Christ from the sequence of punishment which
was meted to Jesus by human beings even though He, Isaiah, saw that our Lord
Jesus Christ had committed no sin at all, at all.)
(The punishments being visited on Jesus were not from GOD, but from Satan,
Lucifer who was already entrenched upon the earth to continue to perpetuate sins
(by his own free choice) and to lead people to sin such that he would go to hell-fire
with as many human beings as possible. Jesus was paving the way for the
Salvation for as many human beings as possible and was even trying to
demonstrate on earth how saved children of GOD could qualify to earn everlasting
life, from GOD by choosing to adopt the doctrine of GOD, New Birth, and practise
it to perfection. Satan was not aiming to destroy Jesus by the array of unjust
punishments which He had lined up for Jesus. All that he wanted to achieve was to
discourage Jesus from going through with The Divine Programme to demonstrate
the reality of everlasting life for all mankind, that GOD is easily capable of raising
dead human beings who had pleased HIM and make them live again on the earth
forever! GOD was not the one punishing Jesus, Satan was the one. Jesus was not
being punished by Satan for any sin committed by Jesus, as He had committed no
sin in His enterprise to satisfy GOD hundred percent. But He was trying to ruin the
plan of satan who wished to try to lead mankind to hell-fire.

GOD did not intervene then as HE did not intervene in The Garden of Eden when
Satan as serpent went to tempt Adam and Eve to sin. GOD is highly principled. HE
always stands by HIS well thought-out principle: GOD did not intervene in the
wilderness after forty days of fasting and prayers when Lucifer acting as satan
went to tempt our Lord Jesus Christ at the level of ideas to sin against GOD and
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hurt His reputation in heaven as The Most Righteous Son of GOD. What Lucifer as
satan was doing to our Lord Jesus Christ in the closing sequences of the
Ceremony of Man’s Redemption was like what he did to Job, to tempt the
righteous person to abandon righteousness because of pain, punishment and
sufferings, to tempt a Son of GOD to pick a quarrel with GOD instead of simply
carrying out GOD’s instructions to the letter and paying all the ancillary opportunity
costs. Our Lord Jesus Christ, Son of GOD, had always been smarter than Lucifer,
another Son of GOD who thought that HE could teach GOD ALMIGHTY a thing or
two, whereas GOD taught Him all that he knew and gave him all the powers that
He is bragging with!

As Jesus had defeated Lucifer in heaven by dint of unstinting righteousness, so He
had done again upon the earth. He bravely bore His Cross and obeyed GOD on
every detail of the Divine Assignment, maintaining His full trust in The
Righteousness and in The ALMIGHTINESS OF THE ONLY TRUE GOD WHO
never makes a mistake, WHO is never unjust!

Prophet Isaiah was alarmed and worried that Our Lord Jesus Christ was not
worried by the massive hatred against Him by all the religious leaders of His day.
The same contest is still playing out now in The New Birth Movement albeit at a
lower level whereby the people that Satan successfully recruited to attempt to take
my life were those who benefited the most physically and spiritually and financially
from my ministry. Some were my blood relations whom I educated with my own
funds and so on, etc. Some shared my breakfast and my lunch with me at
Odogbolu Street, at Aguda, Surulere, Lagos, while I was training them for The New
priesthood. Because I, their teacher, insisted that some of their ideas were wrong, I
was slated for death!

As I learnt from our Lord Jesus Christ, GOD had condemned Lucifer to hell-fire,
but meanwhile, GOD allows Him to play his self-assumed role of the constant
tempter of all those who want to walk with GOD, with a view to knock them down
or knock them out of the way by trying to tempt them to sin against GOD. The
holier you are, the higher and the more persistent your temptations from satan.
Our Lord Jesus Christ was extremely holy!
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GOD never disappoints HIS children. So no faith in GOD is ever wasted. So, no
obedience to GOD is ever wasted. So, no loyalty to GOD is ever wasted. Let
Lucifer beat you black and blue, but you should never sin against GOD in your
thinking, in your imagination, in your speeches, in your actions. Then you have
won the battle. This is how we walk with GOD by New Birth. Righteousness,
righteousness, all the way.

It is the formula of the Risen Conquering Son, the formula of my Lord, Saviour and
Divine Master. That is the formula which I am using to found The New Birth
Movement according to GOD’S instruction. It is the universal formula for practising
New Birth upon the earth. Choose righteousness with GOD. Maintain
righteousness with GOD inspite of all satanic provocations or satanic
embarrassments. Don’t make the mistake of either Prophet Moses or Prophet
Elijah, requesting GOD to take your life. Always pray as our Master Jesus Christ
prayed on The Cross of Calvary
“FATHER into THY HANDS, I commend my Spirit.” And continue to trust in GOD
and continue to hope in HIM as HE had promised.

SAMPLES OF INITIAL NEW BIRTH PRAYERS TO THE HOLY SPIRIT
a. “I revere You, The Holy Spirit of my GOD WHO is also The Spirit of ministry
of my Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. Please accept my reverence and search
my life thoroughly to reveal all my sins to me, especially my forgotten hidden
sins which come to the surface of my consciousness at moments of emotional
disturbance because I want to repent of all my sins and I also want to beg GOD
WHO is my Heavenly FATHER, for HIS forgiveness over each of my sins.
Amen.”
Initial Duration: to be said repeatedly, many times a day for at least seven
days.
a. “I revere You, The Holy Spirit of my GOD WHO is also The Spirit of Ministry
of my Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. Please accept my reverence and
inspire and supervise my repentance of each of my sins so that it is very
deep and very thorough, such that Satan cannot succeed to make me
regress to be practising any of my old sins again. I want to achieve The
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irrevocable conversion from every of my sins to the opposite virtue. Please
help me O thou Holy Spirit Divine. Amen.”
Initial Duration: to be said repeatedly many times a day after completing
work on Sample A, for another seven days.
Please wait for another two weeks of inspired reflections in your mind
generated by The Holy Spirit before you execute Prayer Sample C.
b. “I revere you, The Holy Spirit of my GOD WHO is also The Spirit of Ministry
of my Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. Please accept my reverence and
assist me to re-organise my mind using the truths of GOD to replace all the
religious lies and misinformation which I had believed since my childhood,
which lies conspired to plant sins in my mind on a daily basis. I want you to
start inspiring me to use The truths of GOD which I am studying in these New
Birth tutorials to be inspiring sme to plan righteousness in my mind on a daily
basis such that the righteousness which I decide in my mind will gradually
influence me to generate the Holy character which will be pleasing unto GOD
ALMIGHTY WHO is my FATHER in heaven, WHOSE kingdom I am applying
to be re-admitted into.”
Initial Duration: to be said repeatedly daily for two weeks after completing
the two weeks prescribed rest period upon the conclusion of prayer Sample
B.
This prayer Sample C to The Holy Spirit is to become a critical feature of the
prayer repertoire of the genuine Christian aspirant as he or she studies with
us to attain all the succeeding stages of New Birth after successfully attaining
salvation which is The First Stage of New Birth.

*Please send your confirmation note to our e-mail that you had carried out all the
prescribed exercises in Lecture 6 and include any testimonies occurring, for which you
sign over your name in capitals. Thank you.

Lecture 7 will be sent to your e-mail as soon as we receive your confirmation note.
Please do not forget the matter of sending offerings to GOD through the New Birth
Movement to exercise your faith in HIM and to indicate your appreciation of HIM for the
benefits inherent in HIS Doctrine of New Birth and to indicate to The New Birth
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Movement that you are now converted fully from other human religious doctrines to The
Doctrine of GOD, New Birth.
Please remit to The New Birth Movement
Account No 2004037143 at FIRST BANK OF NIGERIA PLC, Surulere shopping Centre
branch.
MAY GOD BLESS YOU AND REVEAL HIMSELF TO YOU AS YOU
ENDEAVOUR THROUGH NEW BIRTH STUDIES TO RETURN TO HIM,
AMEN.

